[Optimizing plasma cell content in bone marrow aspirates].
Bone marrow samples used for flow cytometric analysis of plasma cells frequently provide a low plasma cell content. Regularly, samples used for flow cytometry are provided by second step aspiration while the first aspirate is used for cytologic examination. We investigated whether the use of secondary aspirates leads to a systematic underestimation of the bone marrow plasma cell content as a consequence of an increased blood contaminant. To test the hypothesis, plasma cell (CD38bright) percentages were established by flow cytometry in 13 pairs of primary/secondary aspirates. In all cases we found lower plasma cell contents in secondary as compared to primary aspirates (p = 0.0015). Median plasma cell counts in secondary aspirates were 57% lower compared to primary aspirates. We conclude that the use of secondary aspirates leads to systematic underestimation of the bone marrow plasma cell content.